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Dan describes his work in two
simple terms: Fabric and Fabrication.
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He does this through photographs
taken in a busy Harare
point of departure
and one
taken in Johannesburg s Park Station,
South Africa s point of
entry . The
space invader
is
the mesh bags entering a taxi in
Zimbabwe
and
disembarking
from a taxi in Park Station.
He also has videos of Zunbabweans
crossing the Beit Bridge
border in Limpopo while moon
walking .
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LOYISOMPALANTSHANE
oodstock artist Dan Halter,
33, is taking part in
2010
Glenfiddich
the
Artist in Residency programme.
The programme takes three
months and international artists
from Taiwan, London, America,
Canada and India get time to network
and thare kn wledge with
each other.
Dan says he is gratefulfor the
opportunity to visit Scotland.
Being invited to this programme
is a prize in itseli however, we will
get about £10 000 (about R116 000)
just to see us through, he says.
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visual artist Dan Halter with the famous
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immigrant bags which he uses in some of his works.
Switzerland because I couldn t
study art in Znnbabwe; the universities
there don t offer it as a
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work can be seen at the South
African National Art Gallery the
University of South Africa, in private
collectionsand at UCT.

When

Woodstock, Dan teaches art part time at his alma mater.
Born of Swiss parents in Zimbabwe,
Dan says he has always

